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CHtUPTIK I 

INTRODUCIHG THE THESIS ^ 

Growing recognition of the importance of reoiproeity 

in the buying and selling of produots by Industrial plants 

las led In many lnst&neses, to the establishment of special 

departments to handle such matters* 

Originally reciprocity started oat at a sales and a 

goodwill proposition In whloh many oompanieSf eager for 

basinets* promised buyers to place orders with thorn In re* 

tarn for a good sized purchase# 

As th# idea grew in importance and size, it became 

good practice to turn it over to the purchasing department* 

The plan worked smoothly for awhile* but here again tha 

higher prices ooraaonly paid in reciprocal agreements be-

cam® quito a troublesome subject* 

In order to assure th® proper handling of these agree-

ments* many companies, particularly the largest ones, hair# 

formed special departments, oallod trad® relations depart* 

ments or some other name* It is the business of suoh 

divisions to see that the differential in prloe is not too 

high and that the transaction will prow of advantage to 

them* This will be discussed further in Chapter II. The 

practice of reolprocity Is confined, for the most part, to 

suoh Industries as the oil, machinery, steel, chemical, and 



other trades Is which the interchange of goods is more 

practical due to the nature ©f the produots involved# 

Statement of Problem 

The purpose of this study is to determine the Banner 

in which a number of business concerns have dealt with the 

problem of reciprocity and how they are presently dealing 

with it* Based on the writings of authorities in the field, 

an evaluation will be made of the procedures used by these 

concerns# 

Justification of Study 

This study should be of some value to those firms 

who are contemplating reciprocity# It should assist them 

in setting up a proper program by observing the strong 

and weak points of th# arrangements used by the selected 

businesses# It should point out the advantages and dangers 

of a reciprocal program# It should serve to enlighten to 

some extent$ anyone who might be interested in a problem 

which is very important, but on which little has been pub-

lished and where actual practice is usually carried on as 

a business secret# Also, this information should, by using 

actual ease examples* either confirm what many text books 

say is the general practice or show that such is not the rule# 

Delimitations 

This study will be limited to a selected group of 

industrial firms in Dallas and Tarrant Counties, Texas < 



having 100 or more employees# The firms surveyed were 

selected from the steel, oil, machinery, chemical, and 

metal Industries* The study will not attempt to answer 

whether reciprocity is a sound practice or whether it Is 

not, but will attempt to present the practice as it actually 

exists and is handled by a number of business concerns# 

Because of the confidential nature of the questions and 

answers$ fictitious names of companies will be used# 

Sources of Data 

The greater part of the data used In this study was 

gathered through questionnaires to executives of the selected 

concerns# Secondary sources from North Texas State College 

library and Texas State College for Women library including 

text books * periodicals, and pamphlets have also been used* 

Definition of Terms 

Following is a list of terms that will be used in this 

study# k clear understanding of the definition of these 

terms will be helpful for a more thorough understanding 

of the study# 

Vendor*--One who offers goods for sale* 

Reciprocity#—The practice of giving preference when 

buying to a vendor who in turn will give preference to 

your company when he is buying# 

Customer»--One who receives the product or goods which 

a vendor has for sale# 



Order of Presentation 

Chapter I lias Introduced the study, following the 

usual plan for presenting a research paper# Chapter II 

will deal with a dlseussion ©f some of the aspects; of 

reciprocity as presented In material from the libraries# 

Chapter III will present the actual practices ©f the @61®©** 

ted business concerns. This chapter will show how reciprocity 

has actually worked out in these companies* Chapter I? 

will deal with the evaluation of the programs being fol* 

lowed as well as recommendations for improvement# The 

criteria for the evaluation and recommendations are de-

rived principally from the reading of literature on this 

particular subject# 



CHAPTER II 

AUT ORITaTIVE OPINIONS ON CERTAIN 

ASPECTS OP RECIPROCITY 

Kxtent of Reciprocity 

As stated before in Chapter I, It Is probable that the 

desire to increase goodwill was one of the deciding faetors 

in the origination of reciprocity* It was only natural for 

a company to distribute some of its" orders for supplies and 

materials among its customers as a gesture of appreciation# 

Apparently, it was the intent of such companies to strengthen 

the good relations already existing at no additional cost# 

Many companies follow this practice today only for this pur-

pose* There are many others who refuse to practice it even 

to this extent, because they feel that in the long run it is 

not essentially sound* Many companies do not use it in any 

form because they do not feel the need for it, for example# 

those having an outstanding reputation for service, those who 

sell a product that is widely recoipai&ed as being definitely 

superior, and those who do large amounts of business on 

special orders. 

There has been a change among purchasing wen in recent 

years toward the practice. Formerly it was regarded as & 

reversal of scientific purchasing and was looked upon as 



being unethical* During the 1930* s, when emphasis was placed 

on winning new customers and increasing sales, purchasing 

men tended to relax their viewpoint somewhat* This view-

point, though brought about by special conditions, has per* 

sisted to the present time and the earlier controversial 

feelings are gluing way to a store tolerant acceptance of th® 

practice* A# in th® ease of many other policies, reciprocity 

ean be either used or mis-used. The modern purchasing agent 

has learned to recognize that in some instanets It ean be 

advantageous if used carefully.* $ ^ 

While this is true, It is still safe to say that an 

overwhelming majority of buyers would oppose Its use when it 

is forced upon them, or when it involves some sacrifice in 

price, service, or quality.^ 

Complexity of Reciprocity^ 

One must not assume that reciprocity is a practice in 

which but a single seller and a single buyer are involved. 

In a questionnaire sent out by H« T. Lewis, it was found that 

in approximately I4I4. per cent of the companies answering the 

questionnaire, reciprocity was carried on in what we may oall 

three-way reciprocity or even more complicated formed For 

example, the Beestan Company manufactures cylindrical steel 

•̂ Stuart P. Helnrit*, Purchasing Principles and Applications. 
P» 513• • "* 

2 
Howard T. Lewis, The Present Status of Reciprocity as a 

Sales Policy," Harvard Business Review. Ml (May, 1958)# 3°1* 



storage tanks• Beeman buys large quantities of steel from 

steelmaker XTZ who ha® no as® for the storage tanks. The 

lobar Corporation Is a fuel distributing concern and '30® Is 

one of lobar*s most Important customers. Company XYZ Indues® 

lobar to purchase necessary storage tanks from Beeman* A 
' * /• 

thriM#»way reciprocal relationship has thus developed* This 

same proses® may b© followed through still ©ore steps to 

achieve four-way reciprocity or even more complicated stages# 

While the sane principles apply to these indirect reci-

procal relationships as to two-way reciprocity, It is newer-

the less true that more vigorous objection la raised to the 

extended policy than to the simpler forms* In relation to 

the sale® department,, the more involved the relations become, 

the more difficult it is to check on the effectiveness of tto® 

policy. This form often brings understandable resentment • 

from the purchasing agent due to various forms of indirect 

pressure brought to bear upon him# 

Responsibility for Reciprocity """ 

All department® within an organization are affected to 

some degree by divisions Involving reciprocity since it is the 

responsibility of all departments to carry out policies set 

forth by top management. While final approval normally rests 

with management, one must not assume that purchasing and sales 

do not have a voice in reciprocal policies. They are in many 

eases an important Influence on such decisions'/On® study 
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indloated that in sow® instances the purchasing officer was 

responsible for making the final decision involving reciprocity.5 

^Many large companies set up a ©antral point of respoasi* 

bllity. As pointed out in Chapter It there have been 

special d@part»ents set up whose function® are entirely 

concerned with reciprocal agreements, fhus in one company 

we may find one group entitled ^Customer Relations Division® 

while in another company the group May be entitled •'©pads 

Relations Dep&rtaient" or some other name. 

fhe duties of these divisions are to determine and 

analyse the opportunities which exist for reciprocity# 

fhey must carry on negotiations with the other company, 

weigh the advantages in each case, and watch carefully the 

results on purchases and sales. 

To carry out a program of this sort requires a detailed 

knowledge of the company*s own needs and the potential 

patronage the company has to sell, lis© the group must 

have a knowledge of the sales outlets for the company*s 

product, and they mast determine what sales advantage® 

might come to the company through reciprocal dealing#^-

Estimates must be made of each outlet's position to determine 

which are the most favorable# 

^Howard T. Lewis, "The Present Status of Reciprocity as 
a Sales Policy," Harvard Business Review. XVI (May, 1938)# 505* 

kc ••Stuart P. Heinrits, Purchasing Principles and Applications, 
pp. 520~521« 



In the actual negotiation, th« purchasing agent ©ay be 

sailed upon to participate directly as he does in any purchase 

negotiation# The influence of his judgment and the facts at 

his disposal have considerable weight on the decisions which 

must be made prior to a reciprocal agreement* The purchasing 

officer may be bound toy reciprocity decision#, Vat he is still 

in a strong position to relate his arguments either for or 

against any specific proposal# If It appears that the pro~ 

posal will be detrimental to purchasing, he way present his 

case and avoid an unwise decision* If the proposal seeias to 

be of advantage to the company, even though something most be 

sacrificed in the m y of purchasing efficiency, he may present 

this decision to the proper personnel with the understanding 

that the disadvantage to purchasing efficiency should not be 

considered as a sign of incompetence on the part of that 

department.5 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Reciprocity 

Th© accepted fact that reciprocity is a factor in today's 

purchasing should not blind the buyer to elther the advantages 

or the disadvantages that follow the practice. Indeed these 

factors must be recognized before the purchasing agent can 

act intelligently in reciprocal relationships. Ordinarily 

the sales department receives more benefits from the practice 

than does the purchasing department. Reciprocity does not 

create any new demand, or Increase total sales, since it is 

^Ibld.. pp. 521-522. 
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strictly a competitive device# Therefore, it has more to 

offer for a high cost producer or the inefficient distributor 

who mmj use the oompany' a purchasing power and patronage to 

compensate for weakness in the sales department 

fjtoe chief advantage to purchasing lies la the establish-* 

Burnt of good relations with other companies, backed toy company 

policy* It 1® open to question however* whether equally good 

relations eould not be brought about in the normal course of 

business'* It also appear® probable that *u«h relations could 

be nade stronger aai more p@rroanent when purchasing patronage 

was not a Matter of obligation-? Actually there is only on® 

permanent basis for a continuing buyer~suppller relationshipt 

the conviction, on the part of the buyer, that the product of 

a partieular seller is the one which fits his needs beat and 

is the beat all around value obtainable. The defenders of 

reciprocity say that when price, quality, and service are equal, 

the customer of the coapany should b# given prefer©nee# There 

are few purchasing men who would disagree with this# If 

reciprocity is actually practiced on this basis, then there 

Is no argument# In praetlee, this is seldom followed#® 

fhe practice makes purchasing less selective, sine® 

freedom to choose a supplier la Halted* It also discourage® 

sibia«, pp. 516-517. 

7Ifcii., p. 517. 
a 
^Howard T# Lewis, Procurement; Principles and Cases. 

PP* I111H115* 
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competition among suppliers. They quickly become aware that 

on# supplier is receiving business on a reciprocal basis, and 

they seek a market elsewhere* 

In many instances extra costs, mwmm in reciprocal 

arrangements » are charged to the purchasing department when 

actually they should go to sales* The theory of reciprocity 

say® that these additional costs will bo more than offset by 

sales advantages* If the praotioe is carried on in this 

manner, then these extra costs should rightfully be charged 

to the sales department#$ 

In addition, there are personnel problems which may 

arise a® a result of following reciprocity. For instance* 

if a high executive approves a purchase order over the pro-

test of the purchasing agent, then ill-will is likely to be 

created sine® the purchasing agent feels that his authority 

in the purchasing department has been lowered, while the re-

sponsibility for the successful operation of the department 

remains# If the purchasing agent orders materials over pro-

test of the engineers who feel that the material is inferior, 

then additional friction is created# It Is an accepted 

principle that for an organisation to be efficient and suc-

cessful, authority mast be in line with responsibility, 

e» g«, when responsibility for an operation has been assigned 

to an individual, then sufficient authority to carry out this 

^Stuart P. Helnrits, Purchasing Principles and 
Applications, p* 5I8. 
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responsibility should also be assigned* leclprocal relations 

add to this problem of delegating proper (authority with • 

responsibility#^® 

. As stated before, most purchasing agents are opposed to 

reciprocity when it Is foroed upon the® by either sales or 

so*® other department* It seoms safe to say that practically 

all purchasing officers would condemn it when son© concession 

mast be made in the way of quality, service* or pricej how~ 

ever, if the concession seems to be more than offset by 

gaining an advantage in some other respect, many companies 

instruct their purchasing officers to use the practloe#^^. 

4® to the sales department, it is interesting to note 

the attitude of the scales department executives# In replying 

to a questionnaire# I4.I per cent 'of those answering went on 

11 

record as favoring the policy* About 83 P«r cent of the 

sale® executives and general management indicated that they 

would approve the practice ma a means of obtaining business 

when quality and price were on an equal basis# The other 18 

per cent admitted that they would use reciprocity when their 

•prices were higher than those 9t their competitors# 

Many of 'the small companies feel that reciprocity offers 

the larger ones an advantage# If large companies actually 

do use their buying power to get orders, then it is true 

3*0 
Charles 1* Devlin, "Some Aspects of Reciprocal 

Purchasing," Harvard Business Heview, XI (April, 1933), 3^* 

^Howard T» Lewis, Procurementt Principles and Cases. 
P« i}.i6» 
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that the smaller ones are at a disadvantage. The larger 

companies feel that they are compelled to follow the practice 

because many of their competitors do*^ 

On® of the most interesting facts about this problem of 

reciprocity is the reluctance of most businessmen to discus# 

the matter. In a letter to the writer, Stuart F# Heinrit*, 

editor of a purchasing magazine, stated that an attempt on 

the part of the magazine to get Information fro® businessmen 

regarding their reciprocal relations had met with such little 

success that the attempt had to be discontinued* Some 

companies deny that they follow the practice even when it is 

evident that such is not the case. Otherst while admitting 

that they do follow it, will not discuss it with outsiders* 

It is understandable that firms will not give out infor-

mation regarding their actual sales and purchases, but It Is 

not so easily understood why firms will try to keep secret 

something which everyone knows is a common practice# 

^Ibld,. p. 1*18• 



CHAPTER III 

RECIPROCAL PRACTICES OP THE SURVEYED FIRMS 

Bails for Selecting the Survey®*! Firms 

The firms chosen for study were selected primarily 

from the ohemlcal, steel, oil, machinery, and metal In- • 

dustrles, because in the opinion of the majority of 

authors on the subject, reciprocity is wore prevalent 

in industries of this nature* Those firms hating 100 

or more employees and located in the vicinity of Dallas 

and Port Worth, Texas* were selected* 

Basis for the Questionnaire 

The questionnaire used in this study was taken from 

information presented in Chapter II* It attempts to ob-

tain the opinions of the firms on various questions concerning 

reciprocity as well as revealing the manner in which they 

are actually handling these problems and certain other 

phases of reciprocal arrangements* Before the questionnaire 

was mailed* it was taken to three different purchasing 

agents for approval# and it was the opinion of each of these 

men that the questionnaire was thorough enough to obtain 

the desired information* The complete questionnaire may 

be found in the Appendix of the study. 

3i}, 
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1®turns Prom the Questionnaire 

Returns fro® th© questionnaire were w r y satisfactory. 

Of the 100 firms selected for questioning, fifty*two re-

plied# This was rather surprising In view of the faot 

that many companies are reluctant to give information whioh 

night be considered confidential. 

It will be noted that la some of th© tables in this 

chapter there were thirty-four responses while in others 

there were fifty-two* This is due to the faot that while 

fifty-two firms answered the questionnaire only thirty-four 

indicated that they followed reciprocity# A number of th* 
\ 

questions were asked In such a manner that they could be 

answered by any firm even though it did not practice reci-

procity, while the others applied only to those firms 

actually following the practice. 

While it was highly Impractical to question each concern 

In the Dallas^Fort Worth area which lends Itself to reel-

procal arrangement#* an effort was made to question several 

from each of the selected industries* It is believed that 

the following tables are representative of all such organ- . 

lxatlons in the selected area# 

Extent of VB0 of Reciprocal Agreements 

It is not within the scope of this study to present 

a true and accurate estimate of the percentage of all or-

ganisations presently engaged in reciprocal dealings! 

however, it Is believed that the information presented 
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in Table 1 will giir® the reader at least a general idea 

as to the extent of the present usage of reciprocity. 

TABLE 1 

NUMBER OF FIRMS AID EXTENT TO WHICH THEY ENTER 
INTO RECIPROCAL BUYING AGREEMENTS* 

Extent to which Pillowed 

Plxma frequently entering 
into such agreement® 

Firms occasionally entering 
into such agreements 

Firm® never entering 
Into suoh agreements 

Total 

Huisber Per Gent of Total 

13 

21 

18 

25 

1+0 

35 

52 100 

•Sourcej Questionnaires to Selected Business ^irms in 
the Dallas and Fort Worth Area 

Of those items ordinarily purchased by a manufacturing 

organisationi certain one# lend themselves to reciprocal 

arrangements m m h more readily than others* As shown in 

Table 2, raw materials and factory equipment were the two 

items most strongly influenced by such arrangements* 

TABLE 2 

NUMBER OP FIRMS HAVING VARIOUS ESTIMATED PERCENTAGES OF 
TOTAL PURCHASE DOLLAR VOLUME INFLUENCED BY RECIPROCAL 
ARRANGEMENTS, CLASSIFIED BY TYPES OF PURCHASED ITEMS* 

Purchased Item 
"PM 

ill"?" m 
•ceniai ?© 

iSHic® supplies 
Office eq,uipii©nt 
Raw material 
Factory equipment 
Operating and 
minor supplies 

P" 
29 • * 
• # 

52 z 

* * 

1 
2 
1 

* * 

* * 

* # 

* * 

* * 

* * 

& 

mm# 

# * 

#I©urces Questionnaires to Selecl WmimMB J 
the Dallas and Fort Worth Area 
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As is apparent from Table 2, such Items m office 

supplies, operating and maintenance supplies, and office 

equipment are influenced very little# Thia is perhaps true 

because of the numerous suppliers of such items. 

A large majority of the firms answering the question-

naire indicated that they believed the us# of reciprocal 

arrangements was decreasing within their companies* Table 3 

attempts to show this fact a® well as to compare the extent 

to which reciprocity is used today with its usage in the 

years juat following World War II and the 1930*s* 

TABLE J 

TREND XW USE OF RECIPROCAL AGRE'EMEKTS* 

Situation Prevailing 

Usage ae«»a to be increasing'" ' 
Usage seems to be decreasing 
Wsage greater than in years just after 
World War II (I9I4.6-1948) 
Faage less than in years just after 
World War II {I9I1.6-19IJ.8) 
Wsag® greater than in depression of 1930*« 
Usage lea® than in depression of I95O* a 

10* of Per Cent 
of Firms 

I T 
89 

100 

100 

•Source 1 Questionnaires to Selected Business Firms "in 
the Pallas and Port Worth Area 

The ourrent trend toward a decrease in the us® of reei' 

proeity is easily understood in view of the fact that aoat 

items are now much more plentiful than they were during 

those periods discussed in Table 3* 

Origination of Reciprocity within the Selected Finis 

In almost every case the sales department was the 
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instigator of reciprocal practices. As revealed in fable k 

only four of the companies indicated that the purchasing 

department was largely responsible for establishing and 

promoting reciprocal arrangements. 

TABLE k 

EXECUTIVES INITIATING AID PARTICIPATING IN THE 
MAKING OF PURCHASING ARRANGEHENTS* 

Executive 
fnTIIal 
Arrang< 

HofToF 
saeat 

1 ar1! e 1" plllon 'In 
Working out Details Executive wo. or 

Firms 
lei Sent" 
of Firms 

lo. of 
Firms 

FeFWnl 
Of Plnu 

Chief purchasing executive 
Chief sales executive 
Chief production executive 
Material supervisor 
Head of firm 

Total 

z\ 
2 # * 
2' 

1,1 £2 1 1 

• # 

6 

31 
11 
6 
A 

" ~ 

91 

3 
100 

Chief purchasing executive 
Chief sales executive 
Chief production executive 
Material supervisor 
Head of firm 

Total 
' & 100 # . t # 

^Source: Questionnaires to Se* leeleS Susi Lness firms in 
the Dallas and Port Worth Area 

The above table should not be Interpreted to mean that 

only one executive or one department has the sol# responsi-

bility of deciding whether reciprocity shall be carried on* 

A matter of such importance is almost always discussed appwg 

all the department heads before any decision is reached# 

However, as the table indicates, certain departments have a 

far greater influence than others on suoh a decision* 

One rather surprising bit of information gathered from 

the survey was that in several instances a purchasing depart* 

ment was overruled in the choice of suppliers because of 

reciprocal considerations. 

In a large majority of the companies, the principal 
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motif® behind reciprocal agreements when these are used, is 

that of promoting sales of the company's own products. 

TABLE 5 

MOTIVES BEHIND RECIPROCITY II THOSE 
COMPANIES ANSWERING QUESTIONNAIRE* 

Major Purpose No. of Firms Per Cent of Pirns 

fSSSie sales 
Obtain scarce items 
Other reasons 

Total 
1 

'•-"fr""-" 
12 
5 

fSSSie sales 
Obtain scarce items 
Other reasons 

Total 5^ 10© 

Iso&roet" Questionnaires to Seleci beef iuslniss lliw In 
the Dallas and Port Worth Area 

During periods of time sash as those years irawedlately 

following World War II, the chief function of reciprocity 

seemed to he that of obtaining scarce 1 terns# Many companies 

followed this practice daring those days more as a matter of 

necessity than of choice. Small companies ©specially were 

foroed to rely upon this method of securing materials. 

Answers of the Selected Firms on Various Questions 

. Concerning Reciprocity 

Approximately one-third of the firms surveyed felt 

that their direct competitors made about the same us© of 

reciprocal arrangements as did their own company# The 

remaining 6? per cent felt that their competitors used 

reciprocity to a greater extent than did their own oompany. 

It is interesting to note In the following table that not 

a single company indicated that they believed reciprocal 

arrangements were used to a lesser degree among competitors* 
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TABLE 6 

ATTITUDES OP SURVEYED FIRMS REGARDING EXTENT OP USAGE 
OF RECIPROCITY BY THEIR DIRECT COMPETITORS* 

Extent to Whieh Used No# of Firms Per Cent of — 5 7 - Firms 

Less 
About the same 

Total 

# 

17 
• * 

52 100 

*Souroe t Questionnaires to Selected Business Firms In 
the Dallas and Port Worth Area 

Table 6 is m example of the situation referred t© at 

the beginning of this ehapter in whieh each of the fifty two 

firm* were able to answer the question even though only a 

part of them actually followed reciprocity. 

Moat of the oonpanioa who used reciprocity as a ooasnon 

practice in their business felt that it had resulted in a 

igreater total volume of sales by widening the market for 

their products# 

TABLE 7 

EFFECTS OF RECIPROCAL ARRANGEMENTS 01 
SALES AND OPERATING COSTS* 

let Result 
Sales Speralin g'Soils " 

let Result 10*or 
Firm® 

Per' Cent 
of Firms Firms 

per Sent 
of Firms 

Increase 
No effect 
Decrease 

Total 

12 
20 
• 2 

35 
5? 
6 

27 
li 
5 

? 9 — » 

12 
9 

Increase 
No effect 
Decrease 

Total 55 " iss 55 
— " ~ T o 5 

^Source s Questionnaires to Selected Business Films in 
the Dallas and Fort Worth Area 
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As mm Indicated in Table 1, twenty-one of the firms 

answering the faeetlonnalre showed thai; they occasionally 

followed reciprocity, These companies felt that reciprocal 

arrangements were of little or no value as a means of in* 

creasing sales volume. Their explanation wan that an 

increase in sales to one firm through the use of reciprocity 

results in a decrease in sales to another firm* 

The survey revealed that in most cases operating costs 

were increased to some extent through the us© of reciprocity. 

Of those firms showing an increase in coatst @0 per cent 

charged these costs to the sales department* 10 per cent 

to the purchasing department§ and the remaining 10 per cent 

charged the® to various departments within the organisation* 

In those companies where the practice was carried on 

t© a great extent, purchases were allocated to different 

suppliers in approximately the same proportion to the 

amount the supplier purchased from their company. 

TABLE 8 

BASIS FOR ALLOCATION OP PURCHASES PROM SUPPLIERS 
mm RECIPROCAL CONSIDERATIONS ARE INVOLVED* 

"firms Occasionally 
Islna Reciprocity 

Firms '"'fretueiit̂  
Amount Purchased 

In proportion to 
amount supplier buys 
from your firm 

Little relation to 
amount supplier buys 
from your firm 

Total 

"foToF 
Firms 

Per Cen 
of Firms 

rsr 
Firms 

Per Cent 
of Firms 

12 

1 
15" 

92 

8 
W 

l? 
"sr 

19 

81 
W 

^Source: QueaHonnairee io Selecte<3 Business Firm# In" 
the Dallas and Port Worth Area 
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Most of the firms who used reciprocal arrangements only 

in certain instances* showed that the amount they purchased 

from a particular supplier wag Influenced very little by the 

amount this supplier purchased from them* 

The firms were almost unanimous in stating that eon-

cessions were never made in the way of quality, service, or 

price during normal business times* However, a small per* 

centage of the companies revealed that they had made such 

concessions in the past due to unusual elreuustsnees such as 

war or a depression# 

TABLE 9 

OPINIONS OP s m r m m FIRMS REGARDING BFPFCTS OP RECIPROCAL 
AGREEMENTS ON QUALITY, SERVICE, AID PRICE STANDARDS 

OP OWN COMPANIES AND OF SUPPLIERS* 

Extent of influence 
Surveyed Companies Suppliers 

Extent of influence Extent of influence 
Wo."e$ "Per "Cent" No. o? fer Ceril" 
Fir®f. ... ©f Fipt® firms of Firms 

So'1bearlng",ol̂ ,'IKse""™' 
kl standards 85 kl 

Occasionally influences 
6 

85 kl 

such standard® 6 11 • • f # 
Frequently Influences 

h such standards 2 h 18 53 
Total ~ 2 100 100 

the Dallas and Fort Worth Area 

It is difficult to judge the soundness of a company* s 

policy on such matter® when this policy is due to abnormal 

situations of this sort* In such times management is fre* 

quently forced to lower standards in order to comply with 

the particular situation at hand* 
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Table 9 clearly points out the fact that many suppliers 

are guilty of a poor practice toward their easterners# That 

practice is th® on® of frequently relaxing quality and 

service standards after a reciprocal relationship has been 

established with another company. Over fifty per cent ©f 

the firms surveyed indicated that they had found this to be 

true* 

Gas® Examples of Beclprocal Practices 

the following examples of reciprocity and how it has 

actually worked are given In order that the reader may be 

better able to determine whether the practice is actually 

carried on as information gathered fro® text books in this 

field say it should b@% 

The Akers Company, a manufacturer of oil field equip-* 

meat, buys oil products from the White Company, an oil 

producing company, as a means of promoting sales* 

Although there was no definite agreement as to the 

amount each would buy from the other, It was understood 

that the majority of each company's needs would be pur-

chased from th# other# 

The Akers Company while checking on sales at the end 

of a three months period, discovered that White*® purchases 

had fallen considerably below previous purchases for th® 

same length of time. White was notified to this effect 

whereupon they promised that more of Akers* equipment would 

be purchased In th® future % however, an analysis of the 
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next three months sales repealed that purchases by White 

had fallen even more than during the previous period* The 

purchasing agent for Akers was instructed to notify Whit® 

that Users* needs for oil products and related items would 

be filled fro® other sources in the future* The following 

week Akers received an order from White for several pumping 

unit# as well as some other oil field equipment# The pur* 

chasing agent for White called at Akers* office and explained 

the reason for the previous decline in purchases* An ar-

rangement which in the past had been mutually- beneficial 

to both companies waa thus re-established* 

Another ease of reciprocal arrangements is exemplified 

by the case of the Rodex Company and the Baker Company* 

fhe Rodex Company was engaged in the manufacture and 

installation of air conditioning equipment* fhe Baker 

Company was a distributor of sheet metal and also accepted 

orders for the manufacture of various products made from 

these metals# Baker had received several fairly large 

order® from Rodex in the past although they had never had 

occasion to use Models products to any appreciable extent* 

fhe sales manager for Rodex was fully aware of this fact 

and had called it to the attention of Baker*s purchasing 

department with the result that he had received a promise 

that his company would be favored with a large purchase 

when the need arose for any air conditioning or related 

equipments 

Following World War II, the Baker Company decided to 
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expand their facilities and began to enlarge their factory# 

It was decided by the management to let the air conditioning 

of the new building on a bid basis* Bids were mailed to 

the Eodex Company as well as a number of other companies 

who performed work of a similar nature* After the bids 

were returned it was dissevered that three companies had 

made bids lower than the on® of the Redex Company# Although 

the difference between the lowest bid and that of Rodex was 

not large* it was nevertheless a lower bid and would ordl* 

narily hare resulted in the work going to the low bidder* 

However, In view of Rodex's past patronage and the fact 

that Baker expected to sell them a rather large order in 

the near future. It was decided to let Rod« have the Job* 

fhe preceding case is given to illustrate the fact 

that reciprocity sometimes results in a higher price being 

paid for a product or service than might have been paid 

had not reciprocity been involved# 

As was pointed oat earlier, most companies who now 

practice reciprocity do so principally as a means of pro" 

noting the sale of their own product$ however, a few case 

examples were given whereby reciprocal arrangements were 

used as a means of securing scarce items* .to example of 

such an arrangement is given in the following agreement 

between m oil refining company and a steel mill* 

During World War II steel as well as fuel oil was 

difficult to obtain, especially for private business since 
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both these Items were very important in the operation and. 

manufacture of essential war machinery. 

4 reolproeal program was worked out between these 

two companies whereby the refining company agreed to furnish 

fuel oil to the steel mill in return for tubular goods used 

in the production and drilling of oil wells* While the 

quality of the pipe required by the oil refining company 

was lower than it would have been during normal times* It 

was nevertheless of such specifications that the steel eo®» 

pany often had difficulty in meeting the quality standards 

due to the fact that most of their high grade material was 

being used in Making steel for the government* During the 

normal eourse of business, the refining company happened 

to discover that one of their competitor® was also receiving 

tubular goods from the same steel company# fhe purchasing 

agent for the refining company, after quietly checking on 

the quality of the material received by the competitor* 

discovered that it was considerably better than that which 

his company had been receiving# It was now evident to the 

refining company that not all of the high grade steel was 

going to the government as previously stated by the steel 

company# The discovery was kept quiet while the purchasing 

agent went about the rather difficult task of locating 

another supplier* After this supplier was found the steel 

company was abruptly notified that business relations be* 

tween the two companies had ceased# Although the steel 

company experienced no immediate difficulty in finding a 
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market for their product, their reputation for fair dealing 

was damaged and a good easterner was lost with no hop® of 

toeing regained# 

The foregoing ease should point out the rather obvious 

fact that any agreement, reciprocal or 'otherwise, should to® 

carried on in such a manner that all parties concerned are 

immediately aware of any deviation from the agreement* 

One interesting example of the use of reciprocal arrange' 

ments to obtain searc® items as well as a sales promotion 

scheme, was the ease of the Carter Company and the Hudson 

Company• This case is rather unusual in flew of the fact 

that reciprocity Is usually concerned in dealing with tan* 

gitole goods rather than intangible services. 

The Carter Company sold raw material to the Hudson 

Company who in turn furnished Carter with a number of 

customers who might buy Carter*s products. The amount of 

raw material received by Hudson depended to a certain ex-

tent upon the number of these potential customers who 

became actual purchasers# 

This arrangement amounted to a sales promotion scheme 

on Carter"s part since it was now a benefit to Hudson to 

have their sales department sell Carter's products in order 

to obtain the desired raw materials for their own company* 



CHAPTER IV 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CRITICISMS CONCERNING 

EXISTING RECIPROCAL PRACTICES 

A® mentioned before In Chapter lt It is not the primary 

purpose of this study to determine whether reciprocity is a 

good practice or a bad ©nef but to present the practice as 

it is actually carried on in a number of industrial firms 

today* However| it is possible to some extent to evaluate 

the manner in which these practises are carried out in the 

light ©f what authors ©n this subject believe to be best* 

One major fault to be found in the practices of the 

firms surveyed lies in the fact that the department respon-

sible for establishing and promoting reciprocal arrangements 

is frequently overruled by higher management in such ar-

rangements* This i® not to say that the decision of the 

department responsible for the arrangement should not be 

questioned! indeed it should* However, once the responsi-

bility for such practices has been placed with a department, 

this department should have the authority to deal with these 

matters with as little interference as possible# It is 

quite possible that in some instances circumstances might 

arise which would make an over-ruling wise. This should 

not be considered as a discredit to the department insti-

gating the original agreement# 

28 
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A reciprocal relationship between two companies should 

b® carried on In such a manner that each company la always 

aware of the advantages as well as the disadvantages of 

the arrangement# If one of the companies finds It desirable 

to discontinue such relations it should notify the other 

company to this effect rather than l«t this company discover 

the decision through a loss In sales volume* As was illus-

trated in the preceding chapter by the ease of the Akers 

Company and the White Company, such is not always the case* 

Even though good relations may be re-established when bro-

ken, ill will and suspicion have been created* 

The fact that many suppliers relax their quality and 

service standards after establishing reciprocal arrangements, 

is difficult to understand* Once a firm has proven to b© ̂  

a good customer every effort should be made to retain it 

as such# If some temporary concession in the above standards 

cannot be avoided this fact should be explained to the 

customer with the assurance that future service or goods 

will be of better quality* It is of course, best to eon* 

stantly strive for new customers, but this goal should not 

be followed to the extent of neglecting present ones* 

It appears that in many companies reciprocity is being 

used as a sort of club to obtain business. There can be 

no justification for such a policy* Such a practice indi-

cates poor management and can only result in the ultimate 

defeat of the company*s alms* Any successful reciprocal 

arrangement will be beneficial to all parties involved* 
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The firms surveyed are to be commended on the manner 

In which they handle those operating oosts which are in** 

creased due to reciprocity* In praotioally every case these 

costs were charged, and rightfully sof to the department 

originating the agreement# 

There Is of ©ours®, no set rule as to which department 

or individual in & business organisation will instigate the 

practice of reciprocity# Most authors on the subject seeia 

to feel that the sales department is normally the one to 

is&fce such decisions, depending ©f course upon approval of 

higher management. This opinion is borne out by the com-

panies involved in this survey. 

In conclusion it siay be said that reciprocity is a 

practice which is carried on, at least to some extent, in 

most business organizations today, fhe majority of these 

firms seem to follow rather closely those policies set 

forth by authorities on this subject as being most acceptable. 



APPENDIX 

Following Is the questionnaire which was mailed to 

100 different business organizations In the Dallas and 

Fort Worth area. 

QUESTIONNAIRE ON RECIPROCAL PURCHASING PRACTICES 

I» Do you ever enter Into reciprocal agreements In buying? 
Y#s_ No 

JU If yes, would you please make a rough estimate 
as to the percentage of total purchase dollar 
volume of each of the following classes of items 
whioh ordinarily are influenoed strongly by 
reciprocal considerationsi 

Estimate of Percentage 
Influenoed 

Raw Material 

Operating and Maintenance Supplies 

Office Supplies 

Factory Equipment 

Office Equipment 
B* What is the trend in use of suoh arrangements in 

your company? Please ©heck as many of the fol-
lowing statements as seem to apply* 

JJsage seems to be increasing# 
J)jsage seems to be decreasing# 
^JOsage now is greater than in years Just 
after World War II (I9U6-I9U8). 
tfaage now is less, than In years just 
after World War II (1914.6-19̂ 8). 
Vsage now is greater than during depression 
years of the 1930*s» 
JJsage now is less than during depression 
years of the 1930'a* 

31 
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II. Who usually tries to promote reciprocal arrangements 
in your company? jSalea Department Purchasing 
Department Others (Pleas® specify) 

Please check those of the following executives who 
ordinarily participate in working out such arrangements j 

Chief purchasing executive 
jShief sales executive 
"Chief production executive 
*Head of firm 
"Other (Please specify) 

III« With regard to the motive behind reciprocal agreements* 
please try to make a rough estimate of the current per-

centag© of such arrangement® now in use wheret 

lain purpose is to promote sale# of own 
company products .......... 

Main purpose 1® to secure scarce items 
(where furnishing another firm with 
scare® items is used as an inducement 
for the® to let you have needed items), 

Bxaropleas 

Would you pleas® give one or more example® of cases 
where your company has used reciprocal arrangements 
t© promote sales? (Such as — "We buy steel drums 
from a firm which buys liquefied products from us«") 
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Would you please give one or more examples of casta 
where your company has used reciprocal arrangements 
to secure scarce Items? 

I?* Do you have the impression that the direst competitors 
of your firm make more as® or less as® of reeiprocal 
arrangements than does your firm? 

More Less About same 

V« In most oases where you have participated in reciprocal 
arrangements for the primary purpose of helping to 
promote sales of your company*s products, what do you 
think has been the net result? 

greater total sales volume through widened 'markets* 
'Little net Increase in volume since increased margin 
of sales to some firms are offset by decreased sales 
to others# 

VI# Do you feel that reciprocity has increased your oper* 
ating ©osts in any manner? Yes go If yes, are 
these costs charged to j Purchasing &epartment 

Sales department . Production department Other 
(Please specif?) 

¥11• On what basis are purchases from different suppliers 
allooated> when reciprocal considerations are involved! 

In approximate proportion to amount they buy from 
your firm# 
Little direct relationship to amount they buy from 
your firm* 
Other (Please specify) 

¥111* Do yci occasionally make some concession in quality, 
service, or price of purchased items in order to 
cooperate with the sales department in establishing 
reciprocal arrangements? Yes Ho 
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IX. Do you find that suppliers free|»ently ralaa their 
quality and sdrvloe standards aftoy a reciprocal 
relationship has been established?" . ^ Yes Ho 

X# Is the purofeasteg department @v@r overruled by 
higher management in th® oholo© of auppliera because 
of reoiproeal oonaiderations ? Tea Ho 
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